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PARTICIPATION OF §KODA PRAHA a.s. IN COMPLETION OF NPP
MOCHOVCE
Frantitek POUKAR, Skoda Praha - Div. Mochovce

In a preface we would like to give you some infonnation concerning history and activities of

this company. SKODA PRAHA, a.s. was established through a process of organization

arrangements Foundations were settled in the year 19S3 by establishing of energy supplying

and erection company, by incorporation to the SKODA Plzen in 1959 up to creation of share

holding company SKODA PRAHA, a.s. in the year 1990. The most important activity were

supplies of power plants in former Czechoslovakia as well abroad. Company became a

general supplier in Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, and main supplier in different European

countries, Asia, North and South America and Africa.

In nuclear energy our company was the main or general supplier from the very beginning of

nuclear power plants in former Czechoslovakia. In the second half of fifties started

construction of the first NPP in Jaslovsk6 Bohunice in Slovak Republic where was erected

reactor with natural uranium fuel, moderator was heavy water and coolant was carbon

dioxide. Reactor thermal power output was 560 MW, electric power output in generator

terminal was 143 MW. This first NPP, named as Al, was started up in operation in 1973 and

it was shut down in 1977. In the same site was started a construction of new type of NPP

W E R in 1973. Up to now are built up following NPP's of this type: two Units VI - type

W E R 230 - 440 MW and two Units V2 - type W E R 213-440 MW. First Unit VI was put

into operation in 1978 and fourth (second V2) then in 1985.

In parallel with construction of nuclear power plant V2 in Bohunice it was started

construction of four Units in Dukovany, in Czech Republic. First Unit of this NPP was put

into operation in the year 1985, fourth in 1987.
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At the present time SKODA PRAHA, as. has two main activities in the field of nuclear

energy, construction of two Units VVER 1000 in Temelin and Units VVER 440 in

Mochovce.

1 would like to focus your attention on status of construction of NPP Mochovce, Unit 1 & 2.

In the year 1984 was approved Basic Project for construction of two Units 440 MW and in the

year 1985 for another two Units. Then in years 1985 - 86 was signed contract for general

supply of mechanical - electrical part for Units 1 and 2. In the year 1988 was signed contract

for Unit 3 and 4 between SKODA PRAHA and Slovenske elektrarne (SE), as. plant

Mochovce. &KODA PRAHA assures supplies of elementary files (PS) through sub-suppliers.

I can give you as an example suppliers with largest amount of activities or costs:

§KODA Plzeft - Jaderne strojirenstvi

Kralovopolska Brno

Z W Z Milevsko

Sigma Lutin

CKDDIZa.s. Praha

EZ -Elektrosystemy as. Bratislava

PPA-Controll as. Bratislava

§K0DA PRAHA as. as a sub-supplier of turbine hall and connection pipelines.

Construction of all four Units ran without problems till 1989 when during tests of control and

information system performed in testing facility in Ukraine was detected unreliability of some

components made in former Czechoslovakia. After more negotiations was decided at the

beginning of the year 1990 to replace control and information system and to write a tender

for its supply with participation of well known companies from western countries. The winner

of this tender was company SIEMENS
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In the year 1990 was signed contract for supply of control and information system for Units 1

and 2 from company SIEMENS. This replacement of control system caused first delay in

construction. In this period was not a problem in finance resources. This problem arisen in

years 1990, 91 and reached its peak in 1992. In the year was financing stopped by the client

and suppliers interrupted their activities.

From the year 1991 the client, Slovenske elektrarne (SE) (formerly Slovenske energeticke

podniky - SEP), started to negotiate possibility to obtain loans for completion from abroad. As

a result of his activities was a signature of a contract about cooperation between SE a.s. and

EdF with another western parties with a main goal to obtain foreign loans. In the year 1994

was established share holding company EMO as. with majority of EdF and then started

negotiations about different ways of Unit 1 and 2 completion, including safety improvements

with participation of SIEMENS and FRAMATOME. Long lasting negotiations about

conditions of this target implementation, unwillingness of EdF to overtake responsibility for

up to that time finalized part and amount of costs which were estimated for completion of

first two Units brought Slovak party to cancel this cooperation. In the year 1995 after

receiving promises of loans from Czech banks Slovak government decided that completion of

mechanical - electrical part of Unit 1 and 2 will perform &KODA PRAHA a.s. in a position of

General Supplier and together with EUCOM (SIEMENS and FRAMATOME) also safety

measures necessary to reach European standards of these Units.

After signing the contract for completion between §KODA PRAHA a.s. and SE a.s.

Bratislava in March 1996 started activities with checking of equipment.

Checking of equipment was performed in first part of the year 1996 and the main purpose was

to recognize status of equipment and defining a scope of reconditioning. Reconditioning
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activities started at the end of 1996 and this activity still continues After completion of

reconditioning all equipment will be in such conditions that it will be possible to offer

original guarantees.

On the basis of performed audits and inspection of equipment (from the year 1992) by EdF

and its cooperative companies, then IAEA and Risk audit IPSN/GRS was on 05/95 agreed a

way of completion in relation to safety improvements. As a basis for elaboration of Technical

Specification of Safety Measures were used results of:

- mission IAEA from 05/94 issued on 08.09.1994 as conclusions from inspection of WWER

- SC -102,

- conclusions of Risk audit IPSN/GRS - evaluation of safety improvements in NPP

Mochovce from 20.12.1994 - Risk audit report No. 16,

- results of reports according to IAEA program for safety of NPP type W E R and their

ranking.

Draft of final document was issued on 07.04.1995 - WWER - SC -108.

Safety measures total number of which is 87, and some of them will be finalized by analysis

or studies, are listed into safety categories (BK) in following way:

BKI

BKII

BK 111

30 SM

48 SM

9SM

After elaboration of technical specification of safety measures by SE as . were allocated

leadership of individual tasks among EUCOM, VUJE, EGP, ATOMENERGOEXPORT and

our company.

Authors started with their activities in the year 1996 and in the current time is elaborated

documentation of known results. Implementation of all safety measures will be under

responsibility of our company with different sub-suppliers. Equipment will be supplied from

Slovak Republic, Czech Republic and also from countries of individual leaders
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As I have mentioned at the beginning, the first reason of delaying was decision about

replacement of control and information system. The second reason but more important was

interruption of payments for supplies and activities of suppliers. Gradually was decreasing the

number of workers from about 2500 engineers (4 Units under construction) to some tens of

them in 1994. Only after signing the contract for completion and starting of payments

individual suppliers increased their number of employees. At the present time are involved

about 1700 workers in reconditioning and completion and we come closer to number which

was here before interruption of activities. Nevertheless some suppliers have problems to hire

necessary specialists.

Documentation is elaborated on the basis of finalized studies and analysis. For some SM's it

means amendments to Basic Project in some others it will be only confirmed input data which

will be gradually implemented into original Project in such way to be able to reach European

standard of nuclear safety in Units of NPP Mochovce.


